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About This Game

Long time passed since the alien invasion to our home planet. Earth resources are almost gone, so humanity has to explore other
planets to survive...

M.A.G.M.A. corporation, known from other games of the series, takes part in this activity, having successfully colonized
several planets. The main source of income from these planets is Magmatite - the mineral of the future which gives colossal

energy. For an unknown reason we lost communication with one of the distant planets. You - as an assault squad commander -
need to find our what happened to the colony and to restore Magmatite mining...

We're happy to present a new game in the Alien Shooter universe! Get prepared to unique tactical gameplay, lots of monster
types and 8 fighter types allowing you create your own style of completing missions and defeating bosses.
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Gather resources during the fight and use them to add new soldiers. Form your current squad wisely, depending on the situation.

Each class has unique specialty. Using a specialty at the right moment will bring you victory.

Manage your squad to defeat the most dangerous enemies, explode combustibles and gather required resources.

Shooter - Perfect choice for killing medium and small enemies. Specialty: throwing grenades.
Miner - Extracts minerals required for adding new fighters.
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Medic - Recovers nearby soldiers' health. Specialty: morale. When activated it notably improves main parameters of the squad
members.

Sniper - Uses long-range heavy ion rifle. Deals successfully with large and dangerous enemies.

Flamethrower - Extremely effective against clusters of medium and small monsters. Specialty: fireball - a high power blast
burning everything on its way.

Defender - Protects the companions walking behind. Specialty: energy shield. For a short term generates a powerful energy
field which defends every soldier in its range.

Rocketeer - Uses homing missiles for great area damage. Specialty: battle drone - unmanned fighting module attacking the
enemy from the rear.

Elite Soldier - Uses last generation energy weapon capable of incinerating most powerful enemies. Specialty: overload.
Accumulated crystals are used for short-term weapon power increase.
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I've been following it for a while on greenlight and I'm happy to finally see it in early access. Admittedly, there isn't much going
on in this game yet but, what it does have is done really well. Everything just works. It feels solid and polished for only being in
Alpha 1.0 (at the time of this review). The only bug I noticed was that my goldfish guide wandered off in the middle of the third
stage and didn't come back until I got back to the moon chamber.

This is a chill puzzle game with beautiful art and music. If you just want to kick back and relax with something casual, easy on
the eyes, and not too taxing on the brain, you'll like this.. Great game and take homm 5 to the next level.. The horse riding was
quite cool, but the frequent crashes, bad acting and dialouge result in a medicore experience.. The game is very short - took me
1 hour to complete for the first time, on hardest difficulty by the way. Handling is frustrating, especially on faster car which you
need to buy anyway, it dosen't turn while pressing gas pedal. On that car gameplay consists of bouncing off invisible walls all the
time. Often you fly off the track and have to retire the race. And, most importanly, Burning Cars just isn't fun.. This is one fine
piece of DLC released by virtualTracks (do note it was not made by DTG nor RSC), the map contains a lot custom builds and
very high quality stations. Of course every TS game have issues, so the problem with this map is that it is no longer maintained,
not even updated. DO NOTE, THE MAP IS NO LONGER UPDATED! But, there is a good news, the creator of the map
releases third party upgrades for the map with his website that you can download to upgrade the track and fix a lot of
oustanding issues and to add QuckDrive capabilities.

Other then the major issues with the upgrading process, the second problem is the quality settings that we are enforced
to abide by else we won't see sections of the scene that is right before us. Some users have to set their settings really
high in order to be able to see certain builds and bridges, this can of course cause issues for most of us with mid-range
PC's.

So yeah, I'll rate this 9 out of 10 just due to the upgraded LZB system, quality of stations and the scenery that feels
really nice. You can go and buy it at any time but I would recommend to buy it when it's on sale.. If you played QP
Shooting-Dangerous, same style of gameplay just shorter.

If you haven't, the game is a short yet sweet shmup. You've got multiple shooting formations and you go into a session
with 3. Playing more gets more shooting styles. It's very short, but well designed. Great for killing an hour or two.

Also comes with 100% OJ character if you've got that game (which you should have, that game rocks).. I played a demo
at Hal-Con 2016, and I just remembered it today so I bought it. Good for you Developers!
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dont know how to describe. if it was 99 cents it might be worth it but 2 dollars is just way to much. also this should've been in
old gods. I remember playing this on the 360 and I loved it! The only thing is that I didn't get the chance to play online with
other people on 360 and hopefully the MP will be fully ressurected for this game via PC! It's a great FPS that, as a friend said in
his review, should of set the standard for game series like MOH, COD, and Battlefield! The one thing that I regret is that the
devs haven't made a sequel! I hope Nordic Games does though, albeit in a form of a new title! One other thing that I must say, if
you are getting this game, I suggest you get PhysX Legacy since this game does need it to run on Windows 7! That sucks, but it's
a small price to pay for a great game!. I really enjoy that aspect of focusing on the RPG aspect of the game with out really
having to focus on the RTS aspect to win your battles on the campaign game. As to focusing on both. It gets really crazy with
how many keys your are hitting and how many things you feel like you have to keep track of. So if you are simple minded I
don't think this game is for you. Then again there is a easy mode so maybe it can work for you.. one of the best shmups I have
played. and that is coming from a CAVE fan.
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